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Great Minds in Regional
Science Oxford University
Press (UK)
This book emphasis the role
of farm level adaptation as a
key in developmental
pathways that are challenged
by climate risks in the semi-
arid tropics of Asia and Africa.
It throws light on key issues
that arise in farm level
impacts, adaptation and
vulnerability to climate change
and discusses Q2
methodological approaches
undertaken in study domains
of Asia and Africa. The book
systematically describes the
perceptions, aspirations as
elicited/voiced by the farmers
and identifies determinants of
adaptation decisions.
Chapters identify constraints
and opportunities that are
translated into indicative
intervention recommendations
towards climate resilient farm
households in the semi-arid
tropics of Asia and Africa.
Furthermore, it discusses with
evidences that contributes to
the development of livelihood
strategy for poor farmers in

Asia (Bangladesh, India, Sri
Lanka, Thailand, Vietnam and
China) and Africa (Burkina
Faso, Niger, Kenya and
Ghana).
Chemical News and
Journal of Physical
Science World Scientific
Publishing Company
This is a must-have book
if you're going to tackle
the challenging concepts
of force and motion in
your classroom. --
The Anatomy of Knowledge
John Wiley & Sons
This book is concerned with two
tightly knit topics - those of
mathematics and astronomy. Its
focus is primarily concerned with
planetary astronomy, and
specifically the history of
accounting for the spacing of
planetary orbits. The story begins
with the ancient Greek
philosophers and continues to the
modern era and the new data
being gleaned from the study of
exoplanetary systems.
Throughout the text, the manner
in which mathematical theory
has been used to decipher, and
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impose order upon the solar
system, will be examined.
Attention and discussion will be
directed towards the so-called
Titius-Bode rule, a long-standing
ordering principle, that in fact it
has no physical underpinning or
explanation. The story presented
will look at how humanity has
learned about the workings of the
solar system, and it will look at
the philosophical problems that
arise when mathematical
exposition leads observation.
Furthermore, the fundamental
role of mathematics in the
development of physical theory is
examined, and it is argued that
there are some gaps in our
knowledge of the solar system
(and the universe) that
mathematics and physical theory
will never successfully bridge. The
text will present material at the
informed-amateur scientist,
university undergraduate student
level.
Approaches to Human
Geography Springer Nature
Vincent Descombes brings
together an astonishingly
large body of philosophical

and anthropological thought
to present a thoroughgoing
critique of contemporary
cognitivism and to develop a
powerful new philosophy of
the mind. Beginning with a
critical examination of
American cognitivism and
French structuralism,
Descombes launches a more
general critique of all
philosophies that view the
mind in strictly causal terms
and suppose that the
brain--and not the
person--thinks. Providing a
broad historical perspective,
Descombes draws surprising
links between cognitivism
and earlier anthropological
projects, such as Lévi-
Strauss's work on the
symbolic status of myths. He
identifies as incoherent both
the belief that mental states
are detached from the world
and the idea that states of
mind are brain states; these
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assumptions beg the question
of the relation between mind
and brain. In place of
cognitivism, Descombes
offers an anthropologically
based theory of mind that
emphasizes the mind's
collective nature. Drawing
on Wittgenstein, he
maintains that mental acts
are properly attributed to the
person, not the brain, and
that states of mind, far from
being detached from the
world, require a historical
and cultural context for their
very intelligibility. Available
in English for the first time,
this is the most outstanding
work of one of France's
finest contemporary
philosophers. It provides a
much-needed link between
the continental and Anglo-
American traditions, and its
impact will extend beyond
philosophy to anthropology,
psychology, critical theory,

and French studies.
Physics for the enquiring mind:
the methods, nature and
philosophy of physical science
Springer Science & Business
Media
This book deploys the
mathematical axioms of modern
rational mechanics to understand
minds as mechanical systems that
exhibit actual, not metaphorical,
forces, inertia, and motion. Using
precise mental models developed
in artificial intelligence the author
analyzes motivation, attention,
reasoning, learning, and
communication in mechanical
terms. These analyses provide
psychology and economics with
new characterizations of bounded
rationality; provide mechanics
with new types of materials
exhibiting the constitutive
kinematic and dynamic properties
characteristic of different kinds of
minds; and provide philosophy
with a rigorous theory of hybrid
systems combining discrete and
continuous mechanical quantities.
The resulting mechanical
reintegration of the physical
sciences that characterize human
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bodies and the mental sciences that
characterize human minds opens
traditional philosophical and
modern computational questions
to new paths of technical analysis.
Physical Science Routledge
This volume has two primary
aims: to trace the traditions and
changes in methods, concepts,
and ideas that brought forth the
logical empiricists’ philosophy
of physics and to present and
analyze the logical empiricists’
various and occasionally contrary
ideas about the physical sciences
and their philosophical relevance.
These original chapters discuss
these developments in their
original contexts and social and
institutional environments, thus
showing the various fruitful
conceptions and philosophies
behind the history of 20th-century
philosophy of science. Logical
Empiricism and the Natural
Sciences is divided into three
thematic sections. Part I surveys
the influences on logical
empiricism’s philosophy of
science and physics. It features
chapters on Maxwell’s role in the
worldview of logical empiricism,
on Reichenbach’s account of

objectivity, on the impact of
Poincaré on Neurath’s early
views on scientific method,
Frank’s exchanges with Einstein
about philosophy of physics, and
on the forgotten role of Kurt
Grelling. Part II focuses on specific
physical theories, including
Carnap’s and Reichenbach’s
positions on Einstein’s theory of
general relativity, Reichenbach’s
critique of unified field theory, and
the logical empiricists’ reactions
to quantum mechanics. The third
and final group of chapters widens
the scope to philosophy of science
and physics in general. It includes
contributions on von Mises’
frequentism; Frank’s account of
concept formation and
confirmation; and the
interrelations between Nagel’s,
Feigl’s, and Hempel’s versions
of logical empiricism. This book
offers a comprehensive account of
the logical empiricists’
philosophy of physics. It is a
valuable resource for researchers
interested in the history and
philosophy of science, philosophy
of physics, and the history of
analytic philosophy.
Philosophy of Mind Springer
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Nature
Does science argue against the
existence of the human soul?
Many scientists and scholars
believe the whole is more than the
sum of the parts. This book uses
information and systems theory to
describe the "more" that does not
reduce to the parts. One sees this
in the synapses”or apparently
empty gaps between the neurons
in one's brain”where informative
relationships give rise to human
mind, culture, and spirituality.
Drawing upon the disciplines of
cognitive science, computer
science, neuroscience, general
systems theory, pragmatic
philosophy, and Christian
theology, Mark Graves
reinterprets the traditional
doctrine of the soul as form of the
body to frame contemporary
scientific study of the human soul.
The Principle of Relativity with
Applications to Physical Science
Cambridge University Press
Poetical Matter examines the two-
way exchange of language and
methods between nineteenth-
century poetry and the physical
sciences. The book argues that
poets such as William

Wordsworth, Mathilde Blind, and
Thomas Hardy identified poetry as
an experimental investigation of
nature’s materiality. It also
explores how science writers such
as Humphry Davy, Mary
Somerville, and John Tyndall used
poetry to formulate their theories,
to bestow cultural legitimacy on the
emerging disciplines of chemistry
and physics, and to communicate
technical knowledge to non-
specialist audiences. The book’s
chapters show how poets and
science writers relied on a set of
shared terms (“form,”
“experiment,” “rhythm,”
“sound,” “measure”) and
how the meaning of those terms
was debated and reimagined in a
range of different texts. “A
stimulating analysis of nineteenth-
century poetry and physics. In this
groundbreaking study, Tate turns
to sound to tease out fascinating
continuities across scientific
inquiry and verse. Reflecting that
‘the processes of the universe’
were themselves ‘rhythmic,’ he
shows that a wide range of poets
and scientists were thinking
through undulatory motion as a
space where the material and the
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immaterial met. ‘The motion of
waves,’ Tate demonstrates, was
‘the exemplary form in the
physical sciences.’ Sound waves,
light, energy, and poetic meter
were each characterized by a
‘process of undulation,’ that
could be understood as both a
physical and a formal property.
Drawing on work in new
materialism and new formalism,
Tate illuminates a nineteenth-
century preoccupation with
dynamic patterning that
characterizes the undulatory as (in
John Herschel’s words) not
‘things, but forms.’” —Anna
Henchman, Associate Professor of
English at Boston University, USA
“This impressive study
consolidates and considerably
advances the field of physics and
poetry studies. Moving easily and
authoritatively between canonical
and scientist poets, Nineteenth-
Century Poetry and the Physical
Sciences draws scientific thought
and poetic form into telling
relation, disclosing how they were
understood variously across the
nineteenth century as both
comparable and competing ways
of knowing the physical world.

Clearly written and beautifully
structured, Nineteenth-Century
Poetry and the Physical Sciences is
both scholarly and accessible, a
fascinating and indispensable
contribution to its field.”
—Daniel Brown, Professor of
English at the University of
Southampton, UK “Essential
reading for Victorianists. Tate’s
study of nineteenth-century poetry
and science reconfi gures debate by
insisting on the equivalence of
accounts of empirical fact and
speculative theory rather than their
antagonism. The undulatory
rhythms of the universe and of
poetry, the language of science and
of verse, come into new relations.
Tate brilliantly re-reads Coleridge,
Tennyson, Mathilde Blind and
Hardy through their explorations
of matter and ontological reality.
He also addresses contemporary
theory from Latour to Jane
Bennett.” — Isobel Armstrong,
Emeritus Professor of English at
Birkbeck, University of London,
UK
Physical Science
Pearson/Education
This is the most authoritative
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and comprehensive guide ever
published to the state of the art
in philosophy of mind, a
flourishing area of research. An
outstanding team of
contributors offer 45 new critical
surveys of a wide range of topics.
Mind the Gap Springer
Nature
Written by one of the leading
experts in the field, Paul
Ekins, Stopping Climate
Change provides a
comprehensive overview of
what is required to achieve
‘real zero’ carbon dioxide
emissions by 2050, and
negative emissions thereafter,
which is the only way to stop
human- induced climate
change. This will require
innovation in socio-technical
systems, and in human
behaviour, on an
unprecedented scale.
Stopping Climate Change
describes the changes
required to meet this goal: in

technologies, social
institutions and individual
activities. Paul Ekins examines
in detail issues around the
supply and demand of energy
and materials, and the
efficiency of their use. It also
analyses greenhouse gas
removal technologies,
offsetting and geoengineering,
and plots the reduction of the
non- CO2 greenhouse gas-
emitting activities. Having set
out the changes required,
Ekins considers the economic
implications, in terms of both
the innovation and
investments that are necessary
to bring them about, and the
effects that these are likely to
have on national economies.
The evidence presented
points clearly to the economic
impacts of decarbonisation
being positive for the majority
of countries, and for the world
as a whole, even before
considering the benefits of
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avoided climate change. When
the health benefits of stopping
the burning of fossil fuels are
factored in, the global net
benefits of decarbonisation
are unequivocal. Drawing on
examples from the UK and
Europe, but with wider
relevance at a global scale,
Stopping Climate Change
clearly shows how determined
policy action at different levels
could stop climate change. It
will be of great interest to
students, scholars and
policymakers researching and
working in the field of climate
change and energy policy.
Physics for the Inquiring Mind
SAGE
This book explores a range of
issues in the philosophy of mind,
with the mind-body problem as
the main focus. It serves as a
stimulus to the reader to engage
with the problems of the mind and
try to come to terms with them,
and examines Descartes's mind-
body dualism.

Science Identities CABI
Over the past twenty to thirty
years, evaluation has become
increasingly important to the
field of public policy. The
number of people involved and
specializing in evaluation has
also increased markedly.
Evidence of this trend can be
found in the International Atlas
of Evaluation, the establishment
of new journals and evaluation
societies, and the increase in
systems of evaluation.
Increasingly, the main reference
point has become an assessment
of the merit and value of
interventions as such rather
than the evaluator's disciplinary
background. This growing
importance of evaluation as an
activity has also led to an
increasing demand for the type
of competencies evaluators
should have. Evaluation began
as a niche area within the social
and behavioral sciences. It
subsequently became linked to
policy research and analysis,
and has, more recently, become
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trans-disciplinary. This volume
demonstrates an association
between the evaluation tradition
in a particular country or policy
field and the nature of the
relationship between social and
behavioral science research and
evaluative practice. This book
seeks to offer comprehensive
data, which lead to conclusions
about patterns that transcend
the gap between evaluation and
the social scientific disciplines.
Mind the Gap has a twofold
aim. The first is to highlight and
characterize the gap between
evaluation practices and debates,
and the substantive knowledge
debates within the social and
behavioral sciences. The second
is to show why this gap is
problematic for the practice of
evaluation, while at the same
time illustrating possible ways to
build bridges. The book is
centered on the value of
producing useful evaluations
grounded in social science
theory and research.
Physical Science NSTA Press

This edited volume brings
together a state-of-the-art
collection of leading and
emergent research on the
burgeoning topic of science
identities. It sets out how
science identity can be
productively used as a lens in
understanding patterns and
inequalities in science
participation across different
educational and international
contexts. Its chapters reveal
how intersections of social
identities and inequalities
shape participation and
engagement in science.
Particular attention is given to
explicating issues of theory
and method, identifying the
potential and limitations of
approaches and lacunae in
existing knowledge. The book
showcases research from a
range of disciplinary areas,
employing diverse
methodological and
conceptual approaches to
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investigate science identities
across different fields and
settings. The collection offers
a rich and comprehensive
understanding of how science
identity can be used
conceptually,
methodologically and
analytically to understand
how learners and teachers
relate to, and make sense of,
science. It’s a valuable
resource for students,
researchers and academics in
the field of science education
and anyone who is interested
in identity and education.
Consciousness Transaction
Publishers
Originally published in 1969.
Since the seventeenth century
the kind of knowledge afforded
by mathematical physics has
come more and more to furnish
mankind with an ideal for all
knowledge. The ideal also
carries with it a new conception
of the nature of things: all things
whatsoever are held to be

intelligible ultimately in terms of
the laws of inanimate nature.
This reductionist formula can be
overcome only by the
fundamental rethinking of our
philosophical premises. To
contribute towards thsi
rethinking was the aim of the
Study Group at whose meetings
this collection originated. The
essayists come from a wide
range of disciplines but all want
to address the conflict in our
culture. The first part consists of
discussions of various
fundamental problems in the
sciences. There are essays on the
inter-relation of physics and
psychology, on the possible
reduction of biology to physics
and chemistry, on new
approaches to experimental
psychology, against the
possibility of giving a purely
‘factual’ account of social
and political life, and for a
fundamental reform of our
concept of responsibility. The
second section of the book
suggests lines of philosophical
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inquiry which might help to
resolve the epistemological and
ethical problems arising at the
foundations of physics, biology,
psychology and the social
sciences.
Practicing Conceptual Physical
Science to Accompany
Conceptual Physical Science
Taylor & Francis
CONSCIOUSNESS
Consciousness is a thought-
provoking collection of classic and
contemporary philosophical
literature on consciousness,
bringing together influential
scholarship by seminal thinkers
and the work of emerging voices
who reflect the diversity of the
field. Editors Josh Weisberg and
David Rosenthal have selected
discussions that animate modern
debates and connect
consciousness to broader
philosophical topics. Providing an
expansive view of the
philosophical landscape of
consciousness studies, this
carefully calibrated reader features
classic work from the past four
decades by seminal thinkers such
as Thomas Nagel, David Lewis,

Ned Block, Gilbert Harman, and
Daniel Dennett, as well as
important recent work from David
Chalmers, Fiona Macperson,
Joseph Levine, Kathleen Akins,
and other contemporary
philosophers. Divided into five
parts, Consciousness explores the
nature of consciousness,
consciousness and knowledge,
qualitative consciousness, and
theories of consciousness. A final
section on agency and physicalism
includes work by Galen Strawson
and a previously unpublished
article by Myrto Mylopoulos.
Philosophically challenging yet
accessible to students,
Consciousness is an ideal reader
for many undergraduate and
graduate courses on consciousness
or philosophy of mind, as well as a
useful supplementary text for
general classes in philosophy and a
valuable reference text for
philosophers of mind, cognitive
scientists, and psychologists.
Interactions in Physical Science
Routledge
"The book covers some of the
(traditionally) most obtuse and
difficult-to-grasp philosophical
ideas that have influenced
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geographers/geography. The fact
that these are presented in an
inclusive and accessible manner is a
key strength. Many students have
commented that the chapters they
have read have encouraged them to
read more in this field, which is
fantastic from a lecturer′s
perspective." - Richard White,
Sheffield Hallam University A new
edition of the classic Approaches
text for students, organised in three
sections, which overviews and
explains the history and
philosophy of Human
Geographies in all its applications
by those who practise it: Section
One – Philosophies: Positivist
Geography / Humanism / Feminist
Geographies / Marxisms /
Structuration Theory / Human
Animal / Realism / Postmodern
Geographies/ Poststructuralist
Theories / Actor-Network Theory,
/ Postcolonialism / Geohumanities
/ Technologies Section Two –
People: Institutions and Cultures /
Places and Contexts / Memories
and Desires / Understanding Place
/ Personal and Political / Becoming
a Geographer / Movement and
Encounter / Spaces and Flows /
Places as Thoughts Section Three

– Practices: Mapping and
Geovisualization / Quantification,
Evidence, and Positivism /
Geographic Information Systems /
Humanism / Activism / Feminist
Geographies / Poststructuralist
Theories / Psychoanalysis /
Environmental Inquiry / Contested
Geographies and Culture Wars
Fully updated throughout and with
eight brand new chapters - this is
the core text for modules on
history, theory, and practice in
Human Geography.
Extending Mechanics to Minds
Taylor & Francis
The present volume of Time
and Science series is devoted to
Physical Sciences and
Cosmology. Today more than
ever, the question 'is Time an
ontological property, a
necessary ingredient for the
physical description of the
world, or a purely
epistemological element,
relative to our situation in the
world?' worry physicists and
cosmologists alike. For many of
them, Relativity (and
particularly General Relativity),
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as well as its reconciliation with
quantum mechanics in the
elaboration of a quantum theory
of gravitation, points to a
negative answer to the first
alternative, and leads them to
deny the objective reality of
time. For others, the answer is
nuanced by the evidence of an
emerging temporal property
when one climbs the scales of
the complexity of systems
and/or the applicability of the
statistical laws of
thermodynamics. But for some,
the illusion of the unreality of
time comes from certain
confusions that they denounce,
and plead for the re-
establishment of time at the
heart of physical theories.
Time And Science - Volume 3:
Physical Sciences And Cosmology
Addison Wesley Publishing
Company
This is the first volume in a new
series on 'Great Minds in Regional
Science,' which seeks to present a
contemporary view on the
scientific relevance of the work
done by great thinkers in regional

science. It presents, among others,
Walter Isard, Martin Beckmann
and Gunnar Myrdal. Each
contribution combines factual
biographical information, a
description of their major
contributions, and a discussion of
the broader context of the work, as
well as an assessment of its current
relevance, scientific recognition
and policy impact. The book
attempts to fill a gap in our
knowledge, and to respond to the
growing interest in the formation
and development of the field of
regional science and its key
influential figures.
Concepts and Challenges in
Physical Science World
Scientific
Foundational questions in
logic, mathematics, computer
science and physics are
constant sources of
epistemological debate in
contemporary philosophy.
To what extent is the
transfinite part of
mathematics completely
trustworthy? Why is there a
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general `malaise' concerning
the logical approach to the
foundations of mathematics?
What is the role of symmetry
in physics? Is it possible to
build a coherent worldview
compatible with a
macroobjectivistic position
and based on the quantum
picture of the world? What
account can be given of
opinion change in the light of
new evidence? These are some
of the questions discussed in
this volume, which collects 14
lectures on the foundation of
science given at the School of
Philosophy of Science,
Trieste, October 1989. The
volume will be of particular
interest to any student or
scholar engaged in
interdisciplinary research into
the foundations of science in
the context of contemporary
debates.
Interactions in Physical Science
Routledge
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